
Sodalities

Cameos from the Archives

4th Division/School (Juniors 5-9 years old) had the Holy Child Sodality,

identified by a red ribbon.

3rd Division/School, (10-12 year olds) had the St. Joseph Sodality, which

was identified by a purple ribbon.

2nd Division/School (12-16 year olds) had Holy Angels Sodality with green

ribbons.

1st School, or senior school, had Our Lady’s Sodality, also called Children of

Mary or Enfants de Marie, with their blue ribbons and medal.

The original meaning of the word ‘sodality’ is an organised group of companions

or friends. In the Catholic Church, it referred more specifically to pious

associations, practising religious rituals, fellowship and charitable works. 

At Loreto, the sodalities provided collegiality, activities and pastoral care, not

unlike the present house system, but with strict behavioural expectations. There

were generally three sodalities for different divisions within the school, which

corresponded to age.

Membership of the sodality and the ribbon and medal associated with it had to

be earned by good behaviour. According to Ballarat past pupil of the 1920s,

Lucy Kerley, good behaviour included being a credit to the school, no talking or

running in the corridors, on the stairs or in the dormitories, dressing rooms,

bathrooms or on the way to chapel, no rudeness, no untidiness in appearance or

dressing room cupboards, no loud voices, no sliding down bannisters, no rushing

down the stairs two or three at a time. Ribbons could be removed if

infringements were discovered.



Members of the Children of Mary Sodality. We can see the broad blue ribbons with Child

of Mary medals and one narrow blue.

Children of Mary Medal, belonging to

Mary’s Mount pupil, Meta Fulton
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Patcheen Rochford, Jennifer Diamond, Eileen Cook and Jane Buckley.
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At certain times of the year, pupils put their names forward for the appropriate

sodality for their age group and the nuns would decide whether or not they were

worthy. A name was placed on a list and considered by the students and then by

the Sisters. A cross was put on the side of a name if though unworthy. If the

decision was made that the candidate was unacceptable, the name was removed

from the list until it was thought that they were worthy to apply. We have no

record of how many failed the community review, but it sounds like a harsh

regime. 

Within the sodalities were the divisions of narrow or broad ribbons. The broad

blue ribbon of the Children of Mary was the highest achievement and one that

allowed the wearer to put ‘E. de M.’ (Enfant de Marie or Child of Mary) after their

names. The Countess Elizabeth Wolff-Metternich, the benefactor of Loreto’s

chapel, was an ‘E. de M’.

By the 1940s pale blue cloaks were worn by the members of the Children of

Mary.


